Frequently Asked Questions:
What is RUN IN COLORS?
It is a 5-kilometer long run (not a race, time is not officially measured) combined with periodic and
final explosions of all kinds of colors. The tempo of the run will be calm and relaxed, everyone will set
it according to their capabilities (it can even be a faster walking), so that everyone can finish the run.
The aim is to have fun with your friends, to fully enjoy Saturday and to even do something
praiseworthy, that is to help a good thing!
Who will I help during RUN IN COLORS?
Proceeds from the run will go to beneficent purposes, we have chosen different organization or
endowment fund in each city, and you can see them when you click on information about the event
in specific city. We can however assure you that the money will get to the right hands and you will
feel great about it!
What will happen after registration?
No later than few hours after your registration, you will receive a confirmation e-mail with summary
of all payment instructions. Save the e-mails info@runincolors.eu and registration@runincolors.eu to
your address book so that our e-mails don't end up in your spam folder. After we receive the
payment, you will get a confirmation in black and white and we will immediately start preparing your
starter pack that you will receive at the venue. 14 days before the venue, we will send you all
necessary organization info.
What are the t-shirt sizes so that I can choose right one for me, and is it possible to exchange it for
a different size at the venue?
We include a table with sizes and dimensions here:

T-shirt sizes and dimensions (cm)
Women
Length
Width

S
65
44

M
66
49

L
69
54

XL
71
59

Men
Length
Width

S
71
46

M
74
51

L
76
56

Regarding possible exchange, if there are enough t-shirts of all sizes (which we cannot guarantee),
we will happily change your shirt after the starting packs distribution is finished.
What is included in the starting pack?
T-shirt, sunglasses (in case of RUN IN COLORS NIGHT 2x UV stick), bag of colors, starting number,
medal and small gifts from our partners.
I have entered wrong variable symbol during my payment, what should I do now?
Send us a mail on registration@runincolors.eu and include the data you have entered and what are
the correct ones. We will assign your payment without any problem.
Will I be able to finish it?
Stay calm. As we have written above, it is not a timed race, but rather fun. Choose a style and a
tempo that's alright to you and enjoy the color euphoria!

XL
79
61

Aren't the colors toxic? Will I be able to wash them up?
Powdery colors are nontoxic, hundred percent safe and biologically dissoluble, but for feeling of
higher security, you can run with glasses or a veil. Colors can be in most cases washed up with no
problem, however when they get in contact with sweat, they can sometimes absorb more and it can
take little longer to wash it up then. 
I have chosen to pay in cash at the venue, can I however still choose to pay in advance on account
(and vice versa)?
No problem, the chosen payment method is only for better tentative 
What should I wear?
We recommend white clothes (t-shirt) so that the colors can be seen well. You can also use the t-shirt
we have provided in the starter pack. We however do not recommend that you wear expensive
clothes, we are not responsible for any damage.
Can I buy more colors?
Of course, there will be a lot of them at the venue, you can buy more colors in our Fan Shop.
Will it be possible to wash self at the finish somehow?
Most of the color will get off you with a bit of try and a possibility to wash yourself will also be
present. Why would you wash yourself though? You don't want to miss surprised looks when you'll
be going back home 
Will the also be some refreshment available?
Of course, at the half and at the finish a water will be waiting for you 
I'm coming by car. Won't the colors destroy my seat covers?
You will be so excited about the event that you will gladly buy new seat covers… what covers, even a
new car! :)) We’re joking. Of course that you won’t be 100% clean after the event, however some
towel or blanket will do.
Will there be a place to leave my things at?
Of course, a guarded cloakroom will be available to you for free.
Can I run with a stroller and with my children?
We will be glad if you do! All kids under 6 years can run with an adult for free and they don’t even
have to be registered (if they’re fine that they won’t get a starting pack, otherwise you have to pay
starting fee same as for children over 6 years).
Can I take my dog or another four-legged friend with me?
Your four-legged (or in case of a kangaroo, a hen etc. two-legged) friend wouldn’t probably enjoy the
even same way you do and would not be very happy that he is covered in colors and in the center of
a large crowd, therefore the run is without any animal participation. You can however enjoy our
accompanying program near the even with your pet.
Is there any age limit?

Unfortunately, a participant must not be older than 194 years… :)
Is there any time limit to finish the run?
We would be glad if you managed it before we end the whole event and pack all the stuff… so you
have about 8 to 10 hours to finish it. Will it be enough for a 5km run? :))
Can I take a camera with me?
You have to! :)) so colorful selfie will look great in your family album :) We however recommend that
you put the camera or your phone into a protective case.
What if it rains?
That would be only good! Rain would make colors even more visible, and also running in the rain
makes you feel so free :))
Can I come even if I won’t run?
Of course! The accompanying program will be so rich that even without the run itself, it will be the
best day of your life! :))
Haven’t you found an answer to your question? Write us an e-mail to info@runincolors.eu

